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In high-magnetic magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) systems (7 T and
above), the radio frequency (RF) field shows greater inhomogeneity
compared with clinical MRI systems (1.5 and 3.0 T). In multi-
channel RF coils, driving each coil element with convex optimisation
can reduce non-uniformity of the RF field in a region of interest. In this
Letter, a periodic compressed method (PCM) and a PCM after
averaging are proposed in order to reduce RF coil control time at
high fields. Simulation results were obtained using a human head
model in 7 and 9.4 T systems, and the results are discussed in detail.

Introduction: High-field magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) systems
(7 and 9.4 T) have a higher signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and higher
resolution in anatomical images [1, 2]. However, the radio frequency
(RF) field shows greater inhomogeneity compared with clinical MRI
systems (1.5 and 3.0 T). To alleviate this problem in multichannel RF
coils, the magnitude and phase of the input to each coil element can
be controlled independently to reduce the non-uniformity of the RF
field [3]. These multichannel systems necessitate a long scanning time
because RF coil control requires a significant amount of B+

1 data to
determine the excitation parameters [4]. Recently, a compressed
sensing technique, using the reconstruction of signals and images, has
been proposed to save the overall MRI scan time [5]. To realise the pre-
viously proposed localisation method [3], we propose a new technique
compressing the B+

1 fields that provides fast and efficient solutions.
Simulation results are obtained using a human head model in 7 and
9.4 T systems, and the faster B+

1 localisation results are discussed in
detail. In this study, we evaluated two techniques for reducing B+

1
data by choosing excitation parameters for each RF resonator element.
The compressed B+

1 localisation method may be a good solution for
diagnosis of brain diseases requiring high resolution in a specific
brain region.

Methods: To calculate the circularly-polarised component of the RF B1
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inside the object, the finite

difference time-domain numerical method (REMCOM XFDTD) is
used at 300 (7 T) and 400 MHz (9.4 T). A multichannel transmission
line coil with 16 resonators in a head model is used as a RF source.
To localise B+

1 fields in high-field MRI systems, the iterative convex
optimisation is applied to alleviate B+

1 inhomogeneity [3]. Since this
method requires B+

1 maps to calculate the optimal weight, minimising
the number of B+

1 is important for clinical applications. Notably, the
entire B+

1 mapping sequence is at least 15 minutes. Herein, we
propose a periodic compressed method (PCM) and a PCM after aver-
aging (PCMAA). Suppose that the following B+

1 matrix is extracted:
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where N is the number of coil elements, r is a point in the human head
and p is the number of pixels. N = 16 and p = 6710 are used in the initial
localisation. To reduce p, the PCM is applied for r = 2r, 3r, 4r and so
forth. For example, when r = 4r, the total pixel number is reduced by
1/4, meaning only 25% B+

1 pixels will be used in the localisation
(75% compressed). This method is entirely based on the simulated B+

1
results, and the B+

1 data require a lengthy time period for mapping.
Therefore the PCM after averaging the four adjacent B+

1 values can be
used as shown in Fig. 1a. Fig. 1b shows inhomogeneous B+

1 fields at
9.4 T before and after applying the PCMAA with 0% compressed.
This method reduced the data by 1/4, thus making B+

1 much closer to
the real MRI environments in terms of B+

1 mapping. It has already
been confirmed [3] that convex optimisation for localisation does not
increase the specific absorption rate (SAR); therefore only B+

1 field dis-
tributions are evaluated in the present study.
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Fig. 1 Concept of NPCM (Fig. 1a) and results at 9.4 T (Fig. 1b)

Results: To determine the input excitation values of each resonator
element, convex optimisation is used for B+

1 shimming with and
without the proposed method. To validate the efficiency, the total B+

1
values in a region of interest (ROI) and in a non-ROI are calculated.
Each B+

1 map has been normalised to its own maximum value in the
Figures, and therefore all values are unitless. As shown in Fig. 2, the
initial 90 × 110 grid points (original B+

1 ) for the human head model
are used. The second column represents ROIs, and centre ROIs (dark
brown) are used at both 7 and 9.4 T. Since 7 T is more homogeneous
than 9.4 T, the ROI can be larger with the iterative convex optimisation.
The localisation results in Fig. 2 are obtained with the PCM with no
compression (90 × 110) and 1/2 (45 × 55), 1/3 (30 × 36) and 1/5
(18 × 22) compressed B+

1 fields. Even with 80% B+
1 compressed, the

B+
1 fields are well localised, indicating that B+

1 mapping requires only
20% of the original data. The PCM with B+

1 < 20% is also investigated,
but did not provide reliable results because the data are insufficient for
the convex optimisation. When the 8- or 16-channel head coil is used,
the total amount of time saved is more valuable for experiments.
Detailed B+

1 values are compared between each compressed result in
and outside the ROI at 7 and 9.4 T, as shown in Table 1. There are
no significant changes for the different compressed ratios; therefore
the PCM performs adequately as based on the original simulation
results. However, this method has limitations that must be addressed
before it can be applied clinically. First, the method requires a significant
amount of B+

1 , which is a high-cost procedure. In addition, the simu-
lation time is long because of heavy B+

1 loading. The second problem
can be overcome by using fast computer systems, but the first limitation
remains a challenge.
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Fig. 2 Simulation results by PCM at 7 and 9.4 T

Table 1: Comparison of simulation results by PCM between differ-
ent compressed ratios in and outside the ROI at 7 and
9.4 T

Not
compressed

1/2
compressed

1/3
compressed

1/5
compressed∑

B+
1 in ROI| 7 T

MRI
1039.46 1040.09 1036.42 1037.18

9.4 T
MRI

562.44 568.39 562.03 566.22

∑
B+
1 outside ROI| 7 T

MRI
3080.13 3045.74 3015.89 3053.24

9.4 T
MRI

3260.23 3281.16 3283.33 3253.63

For high-field MRI systems, there are many challenges regarding
safety, and their testing with multichannel systems is still limited
because of lack of equipment. To alleviate this problem, the PCMAA
o. 14



is used as an alternative. The results in the ‘not compressed’ column in
Fig. 3 were from the 90 × 110 matrix calculation; however, they were
obtained from only 25% of B+

1 information compared with the same
column results in Fig. 2. All PCMAA results in Table 2 were similar
when compared with the PCM results in Table 1. In particular, when
the PCMAA was used with the 1/6 ratio, the matrix size was 15 × 18,
resulting in only 270 pixels, indicating approximately 5% of all pixels
(6710) can produce good localisations. Therefore the scan time can be
significantly reduced in multichannel high-field MRI systems.
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Fig. 3 Simulation results by PCMAA at 7 and 9.4 T

Table 2: Comparison of simulation results by PCMAA between
different compressed ratios in and outside the ROI at 7
and 9.4 T

Not
compressed

1/4
compressed

1/6
compressed∑

B+
1 in ROI| 7 T MRI 1039.14 1036.75 1030.93

9.4 T
MRI

566.56 557.76 580.76

∑
B+
1 outside ROI| 7 T MRI 3063.96 3062.72 3014.98

9.4 T
MRI

3305.02 3256.80 3300.50

Conclusions: High-field MRI systems are an important tool for diagno-
sis of brain diseases because of their greater signal-to-noise ratio.
However, these systems have inhomogeneous B+

1 fields, causing anom-
alous image contrast. An iterative method with compressed B+

1 fields
provides fast and efficient solutions to control multichannel RF coils.
Simulation results show homogenous ROIs obtained after the proposed
PCM was implemented. In addition, the clinical use of the PCMAA is
also discussed to validate simulation results.
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